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CHAPTER 9

Ayesha Price

Points of contact:
Lionel Davis and mixed media
Lionel Davis approaches art-making as if engaged in a relationship with an
old friend, from one point of contact to the next. Almost as if he was revisiting
convivial conversations, introducing new entertaining anecdotes or engaged in
friendly banter, he returns to prints and drawings time and time again to rework
them; sometimes with surprising techniques or seemingly incompatible materials,
but always with great relish. This delight at every encounter is what ignites his
spark and fuels his actions. Sometimes, he admits, he does not know what he is
about to do next, but “(t)he last thing on your mind is making mistakes.”1
Central to Davis’ art making practice is the value he places on creation as an act
of liberation. Having endured years of marginalisation, incarceration, and house
arrest, as well as the rigours of conventional fine art education, Davis attributes
the point of contact with the Thupelo Arts Project in 1986 as the moment of
realisation that abstraction was the key to releasing inhibitions, and that mixed
media was the tool of his resistance. Now guided by intuition, not inhibitions, he
could make sense of the formal qualities of his artworks, pausing, responding
and experimenting with materials, delighting in hybrid forms of expression that
followed no conventions and offered no apologies. “It was a sense of freedom.
I no longer had that weight on my neck. That guillotine over my head. And I just
expressed myself. Nothing stopped me.” His first Thupelo workshop introduced
him to the idea of abandoning a refined, painstaking, planned approach. He
witnessed alternative painting techniques, throwing buckets of paint onto huge
canvasses and using found materials as mediums and tools for paint application.
His love of ‘scratching’ and unearthing the potential in alternative media and
found objects was awakened.
In a later Thupelo workshop Davis produced rhythmical horizontal compositions
combining paint on canvas with found fabric and leather scraps that he had
collected at different points in time. The implied and actual textures, juxtaposed
with myriads of colour that both affirm and defy linearity evokes a painterly
sense of space that as a graphic artist he was not able to achieve prior to his
‘liberation’. Relying largely on his sense of intuition to resolve singular pieces over
a span of time, he is fully present at each point of contact, along for the ride, for
the pleasure of the company.

1

Quotes are drawn from Ayesha
Price’s interviews with Lionel Davis,
12 and 31 January 2016.

Kwaai Lappies I (detail), c. 2009

Davis’ use of mixed media extends beyond his abstract works. His sustained
interest in figure studies have led him to seek out life drawing opportunities ever
since his first fruitful ventures at both the Community Arts Project (CAP) in the
late 70s and at Barbara Pitt’s Foundation School of Art in 1984. He has remained
active in this area to the current day, amassing an extensive portfolio of studied
bodies. He experiments with line and materials; his corpus of figure studies
ranges from bold, angular and stylised conté drawings, scribbly cross contour
ballpoint forms, vibrant oil pastel and smudgy turpentine washes, to his current
favourite – attaching art materials to the end of a long stick, delighting in play,
and enjoying the unpredictable marks made by his own hands. These drawings
are sometimes worked into long after a sitting, with a range of media applied.
Still others are drawn over a prepared surface of an existing collage, newspaper
or pieces of paper he had cleaned ink rollers on. The use of rolled ink, while
creating a ground that allows the overlaid acrylic sketch to sit beautifully on
it connects two very different points in time, and introduces a depth of mood.
Many examples of his life studies are produced on paper where printmaking
brayers were rolled to clean; some of these date as far back as the days of CAP.
These sheets of paper are safely stored and retrieved when Davis is inspired to
realise their aesthetic potential.
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Studies in dry media such as the seated figure of a nude model in Matriarch
(2009) are considered, stored and later revisited, with new content and ideas
introduced. This particular image, which the artist considers reminiscent of a
San matriarch, was subsequently supplemented with images from traditional
rock paintings. These were etched into the roughly applied sienna pigment with
variegated blue and black ballpoint lines. The sense of immediacy, depth of
composition and varied materials recall ancient palimpsests, suggestive of a
myriad of responses over time.

The Awakening, 1995-2005.

Trophy Hunter, 1994. Lithograph
on paper, 43.5 x 32.5

Davis’ Maskerade series also displays a recalling or repurposing of remnants
or points of contact with his printmaking practice in the 1980s. Some of these
works incorporate unresolved screenprints from CAP days, boldly revisted with
marker pens and collaged scraps of old posters, pushing areas and images back
and forth in the process of remembering and renewing connections. Works such
as these would also be re-used as collage material. The artist recalls, “… how the
whole idea of collaging into prints came about. Once I had printed what was
required, of course the screen would be there, the ink would be there, the images
would be there and I would just continue. Or sometimes I would make a mistake
with the print. I would just put (them) aside and then 20, 25 years later I start
working into those very prints with collaging... I would then cut them out and
collage it and use other bits of paper… Breaking the rules… because there’s this
preciousness about prints that you do not touch them again or colour it in.”
With confident aplomb that would unsettle a master printer, Davis reworks
lithographic editions with acrylic paint, oil pastel, drawing ink and ballpoint
pen. A series of achromatic abstracted masks produced during his time at
the Michaelis School of Fine Art, UCT, is rephrased in 2005 with metallic paint.
This act , denounces the convention of print editions, obliterates teachings and
incorporates the artist’s own learnings. With these mixed media works, amongst
them the aptly titled, The Awakening (1995 – 2005) and New Dawn (1994 – 2005)
he comes into his own, Mario Pissarra notes that it is less about traditional ideas
of skill than it is about growth, suggesting a link between the creative act and a
quest for consciousness.2
In another edition of lithographs titled Trophy Hunter (1994), each identical print is
reworked differently, using wax, oil pastel and black permanent marker over the
printed surface. Davis’ critical engagement and delight at the transformations
he creates over a period of time plays a central role in his process. These
‘relationships’ with his artworks are not pressured by conventions or
expectations, deadlines or financial interests. This attitude allows for a practice
that is boundless and uninhibited.

Powa Lines (detail), c. 2007

2

Mario Pissarra, “Awakenings: impulses and threads in the art of
Lionel Davis,” Africa South Art Initiative, 2014. Accessed 16 January 2017.
http://asai.co.za/artist/lionel-davis/

Coupled with prolific production, Davis’ process yields many surprising results.
Most unexpected is his foray into sculpture. In Powa Lines (c. 2007) he assembles
discarded timber from the reconstruction of Robben Island’s prison, rusted
railway sleepers from the tracks that led from the Robben Island harbour to
the old leprosy asylum, and an old telephone from Pam Warne, with whom
he stayed while learning German. From these various elements he constructs
a dynamic form inspired by pre-colonial African sculpture. Embellished with
fluorescent paint and salvaged bits of electrical paraphernalia, this ‘totem’ with
its stunted legs, distended and elongated body, brings together reflections on
the past with present questions of African identity, issues of power and disrupted
channels of communication. This unlikely assemblage is covered in scars and
indicators of menace and terror, scratched and scraped with the lightning
symbols, English, Afrikaans and isiXhosa words for ’danger’, and the telephone
itself is burnt with a hot metal rod, recalling torture.
In 2000, Davis created Footprints on Robben Island (c. 2000). Here he flattens
and resolves painting, text, printmaking, collage, ballpoint pen and ink drawing
through digital scanning and printing. The process of building up this image
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Trophy Hunter, 1994. Lithograph and mixed media on paper, 43.5 x 32.5 cm
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le Nude, 2014. Mixed media and ink on paper, 52 x 59.5 cm
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Matriarch, 2009. Mixed media on paper, 39 x 43 cm
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through both research and mixed media interventions was arduous. Starting
with the basic reproduction of historical documents as the basis for the work,
Davis applied washes that partially obliterated parts of these sources whilst
retaining or exposing other details. Collaged and printed elements were
layered onto the washed surface. Ideas about oppression and representation
are emphasised through line; the fine ballpoint rendering of the ball and
chain, the bold etching of the focal footprint and the containment suit in black
marker. These writing implements are then used to introduce text on paper
that was added to increase the picture space as well as in the main body of
the work. The varied handwritings suggest involvement and representation on
both a personal and social level. The final artwork, with its implied tactility in
digitally printed poster form, is reminiscent of Davis’ poster printing experience
at CAP. The inclusion of text is not exclusive to this artwork. Annotations,
quotes, newspaper headlines and articles, pages torn from notebooks and
publications as well as his own writings often surface in his works. His love of
the written word stems from his constant activity of contact: keeping in touch,
telling his stories and making his mark.
Discarding the script and free styling works for Davis. It allows him the
freedom to be true to himself, to practice his craft with integrity, without
seeking approval or motivated by making a sale. Davis moves from one
point of contact to the next at his own pace, with pleasure and aplomb. His
aesthetic modus operandi befitting that of a role model who determined his
own peaceful journey regardless of conventions and adversity. Long may he
continue to seek, find and share progress.
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Powa Lines, c. 2007. Acrylic paint, metal and wood, 130 x 25 x 25 cm
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Masks 2 (from the Maskerade series), 1994 - 2009. Mixed media on paper, 69.5 x 88.5 cm
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Masks 7 (from the Maskerade series), 1994 - 2009. Mixed media on paper, 69.5 x 88.5 cm
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Footprints on Robben Island, c. 2000. Digital print on paper, 59.5 x 82 cm
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A New Dawn, 1994 - 2005. Lithograph and acrylic on paper, 34 x 29.4 cm
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Kwaai Lappies I, c. 2009. Acrylic and mixed media on canvas, 40 x 177 cm
Kwaai Lappies II, c. 2009. Acrylic and mixed media on canvas, 44 x 169.5 cm
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